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Music Theory 2 – Music Theory 1 Review 
 

Purcell: “Ah, Belinda” from Dido and Aeneas 
• Do RN analysis of blanks 
• What type of 6/4 chord is used in m. 3?  
• What type of progression is used in m. 6?  
• Where are the cadences between mm. 1 and 17, and what type are they?  
• Notice the overlapping of the cadence and start of the next phrase at m. 

17, what is this called?   
• What type of NCT is in the piano in m. 7? last 8th of m. 11?  
• Examine the approach and resolution of all chordal 7ths. 
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Music Theory 2 – Secondary Function Chords 
 
Chromaticism is the use of pitches not in a given key.  Embellishing chromaticism 
does not affect the harmony and are NCTS (chromatic neighbor tones, etc.). When 
chromaticism is a part of a chord and therefore affects the harmony, it is called 
structural chromaticism.  
 
Secondary function chords: Before covering these chords, it is important to 
understand the concept of tonicization, which is when a chord other than tonic is 
caused to sound temporarily like a tonic. Any major or minor chord may become a 
temporary tonic or be tonicized (a diminished chord can’t be a tonic and therefore 
can’t be tonicized). The Roman numeral abbreviation includes two symbols 
separated by a slash (V7/V) – the first chord indicates the secondary dominant 
function, and the second is the chord being tonicized. We say it as “V7 of V.” 
 

We’re going to explore these chords and the concept of tonicization starting with 
this song by Bob Dylan. 
 
Bob Dylan: Don’t Think Twice, It’s Alright (1962) 
 
E                                B                    C#m  
Well, it ain't no use to sit and wonder why, babe 
 
A                    E               B    
Iff'n you don't know by now 
 
E                          B                     C#m  
An' it ain't no use to sit and wonder why, babe 
 
 

F#7/A#        B    B7 
It'll never do somehow 
 
E                                              E7  
When your rooster crows at the break of dawn 
 
A                                   F#7/A# 
Look out your window and I'll be gone 

 
E/B              B           C#m     A 
You're the reason I'm trav'lin' on 

 
E                B                 E  
Don't think twice, it's all right 
 

- What is the key of this song? 
- What two chords are chromatic? 
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- Play this song and stop at the F#7 and then sing the tonicized pitch/chord. 
(try also singing the secondary LT and then the tonicized pitch). What note 
is being tonicized and what is that scale degree? 

- This is a V7 of B. We label this as V7/V and say V7 of V.  
- Do the same with the E7 chord. E7 would be the V7 in what key? A (V7/IV) 
- What affect do these chords have on the lyrics? 

 
Identifying secondary function chords 
 

Once you have determined that a tonicization is taking place: 
 

1. Stack the chord in root position if helpful. 
 

2. What is the chord quality?  
• If a major triad, it is V/?  
• If a dominant 7th chord, it is V7/? 
• If a diminished triad, it is viio/? 
• If a diminished 7th chord, it is viio7 or vii  

 
3. What scale degree is being tonicized? 

• For a secondary dominant chord, the scale degree being tonicized will be 
a P5th below the root of the secondary chord. (Think, this chord would be a 
V in what key?) 

• For a secondary leading tone chord, the scale degree being tonicized will 
be a minor 2nd higher than the root of the secondary leading tone chord. 
(Think, this chord would be a vii in what key?)  

 
       4.   Write the chord symbol, making sure to have the correct inversion symbol.  

 
Spelling secondary function chords 
  

1.  To spell a secondary dominant chord, build a Major triad (for V/) or 
dominant 7th (for V7/) a perfect 5th above the tonicized scale degree. 
 
2. To spell a secondary diminished chord, build a diminished triad (for viio), 
half-diminished 7th (for vii ), or fully diminished 7th (for viio7) a half-step 
below the tonicized scale degree. 

 
***You may have noticed by now that secondary dominant chords always happen on 

the same scale degree. A V(or V7)/IV happens on the tonic scale degree, V/V on 
scale degree 2, V/vi on 3, V/ii on 6, and V/iii on 7 (there is no V/viio and of 
course, a V/I is just a V). So, in D Major, a V/IV is built on D, a V/V is built on E, 
etc… 
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Using secondary functions to “spice up” a chord progression 
Let’s look at how we can add interest to a chord progression by using these secondary 
function chords. Below is a progression that works fine, though is pretty boring.  
 
Version 1 (the “plain” version) 

 
1. Let’s use a secondary function chord to give more drive to the cadence. We will 
use a V/V, though will put it in 1st inversion to give a more interesting bass line at 
the cadence and ½ step motion to 5. We will also activate the static repeated tonic 
chord in m.1. Doing so gives us this: 
 
 Version 2 

 
2. This is sounding more interesting and has a good deal of forward motion from 
the tonicizations. Though the bass is OK, it is not very melodic and there is a 
striking tritone going to the last measure. Adding some inversions could be 
effective and the example below has a much more melodic and stepwise bass.  
 
Version 3 (descending bass added and c# added to avoid TT leap in bass) 
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Secondary function chord examples 
 

1) Sam Smith: I’m not the only one 
 

 
 

2) Beethoven: Sonatina in G Major II 
 

 

	

Bob Dylan: Don’t think twice, its alright (1962) 
 
E                                B                    C#m  
Well, it ain't no use to sit and wonder why, babe 
 
A                    E               B    
Iff'n you don't know by now 
 
E                          B                     C#m  
An' it ain't no use to sit and wonder why, babe 
 
 
F#7/A#        B    B7 
It'll never do somehow 

 
E                                              E7  
When your rooster crows at the break of dawn 
 
A                                   F#7/A# 
Look out your window and I'll be gone 

 
E              B              C#m     A 
You're the reason I'm trav'lin' on 

 
E                B                 E  
Don't think twice, it's all right 
 
 

Secondary function chord examples 
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  3) Ariana Grande: Sweetener 

 

 
    

The next two examples contain some resolutions of secondary functions 
to chords other than those tonicized. 
 

  4) Lennon/McCartney – Sgt. Pepper’s Lonely Hearts Club Band (1967) 

 
 

5) Jerry Garcia – Deal (1971) 
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4) Schumann: Valse Noble 
 

 

 
 

Other secondary function chord examples: jazz/pop examples, 
with irregular resolutions, circle of 5ths 

 

 
 

      

         Duke Ellington – Don’t get around much anymore 
 

 
 

 
 

 
Other secondary function chord examples: jazz/pop 
examples, with irregular resolutions, circle of 5ths 
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    6) Schumann: Papillons op. 2 no. 12 
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7) Norah Jones (Jesse Harris) – Don’t know why 
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7) Norah Jones (Jesse Harris) – Don’t Know Why 
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  8) Norah Jones (Lee Alexander) – Those Sweet Words 
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9) Tchaikovsky – Morning Prayer 
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Music Theory 2 – Modulation 
 
Modulation is the process of changing tonal centers within a piece of music. Almost 
all pieces of Classical music modulate, with pieces of significant length having 
numerous modulations. While not used as extensively, modulation is also 
prominent in pop music and jazz. Why does music modulate and how does it affect 
the music? Modulation can: 
 

1) Provide contrast/variety 
2) Create tension and climax, a sense of return 
3) Change the character/mood and increase the sense of drama 
4) Make a new section of a piece stand apart from what came before 

 
Closely related keys: Composers of the Classical and Baroque periods favored 
modulation to keys that had many pitches in common. Keys that have a 1 flat or 1 
sharp difference are considered closely related keys. This can also be thought of as a 
key’s I, IV, and V along with the relative keys. For instance, the closely related keys 
to D Major are: b minor, G major/e minor, A Major/f# minor. Keys that are not 
closely related are often called foreign or distant keys. The most common 
modulations are: modulation to the dominant in major and modulation to the 
relative major or dominant minor when in minor. So, in C Major, modulation to 
G Maj would be most common. In C minor, modulation to Eb Maj or G min would 
be the most common.  
 
A modulation may be indicated with a change of key signature, though much more 
often the addition/subtraction of accidentals is seen. When looking for a 
modulation, look for the “three C’s”:  
 

1. Consistent appearance or disappearance of accidentals 
2. Cadence that confirms the key (bass motion of a 5th or 4th suggests an 

authentic cadence) 
3. Clue Chords (dominant 7ths! and typical progressions: i6/4–V,  ii-V) 

 
Haydn: Symphony No. 97 (III) 
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1) Phrase Modulation 
Phrase modulations are abrupt, with one phrase ending in one key and the following 
phrase beginning in another. There is no transition in phrase modulations and these 
modulations have a more abrupt, noticeable sound. This is a common modulation in 
pop music (Beyonce Love on Top, Michael Jackson’s Man in the Mirror, etc..). Phrase 
modulation is like jumping from the current key to the new key.  
 
Bach: Fur Freuden, last uns springen  
 

 
 
2) Common Chord Modulation (also called pivot chord modulation) 
This is the most common modulation in classical music and is the smoothest way to 
change keys within a phrase. A common chord that is diatonic to both keys is 
used as a pivot to transition to the new key. Think of a common chord as the point 
where the old key and the new key are momentarily fused. When you have 
determined that a modulation is taking place, look at the chord immediately before 
the newly added or removed accidental. This will most likely be your common 
chord. Common chords are often predominant chords since they can be followed by 
a strong functioning dominant harmony, though this is not always the case. A 
common chord modulation is shown with brackets to label the chord in both keys. 
Common chord modulation is like stepping one foot into the new key before the other, so there 
is a point where you are half in one key, half in the other. 
 
Listening test:  

1. If you stop a passage on the common chord, it should still sound like it 
belongs to the old key (there is no hint of the key that comes next). 

2. If you start playing a passage on the common chord, it should sound like it 
belongs to the new key (with no hint of what has come before). 
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Identify the common chord in the example below. 
 

 
 

3) Chromatic modulation 
A chromatic modulation is a modulation in which a three-note chromatic line (F-
F#-G for example, as seen below) in one voice leads to a new key. This chromatic 
line is most often, though not always in the bass. Think of it is as a chromatic line 
that pulls the listener into the next key. One note is often raised or lowered a half-
step in a single voice without changing the pitch name (C – C#) and no common 
chord is labeled between the two keys. A chromatically raised pitch is often the 
leading tone in the new key; a chromatically lowered pitch is often fa in the new 
key. This modulation is used less often than common chord modulations, though 
Beethoven used it quite often.  
 
Bach: “Jesu, der du meine seele” 
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Beethoven: Piano sonata, Op. 2 no. 1 (IV) 
 
The excerpt below features a chromatic modulation.  The key is Ab at the start of 
the line with a chromatic modulation (Eb-E-F) leading to f minor. There is another 
chromatic modulation – where and to what key? 
 

 
 
The excerpt below features a modulation from f minor to C. 
 

 
 
Chromatic third keys, also known as chromatic mediant keys (this is not 
a type of modulation, but a relationship between keys) 
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Chromatic 3rd key relationships are distant keys that are a Maj or min 3rd apart with 
at least one chromatic common pitch between tonic chords (C vs C#, etc.) A 
chromatic 3rd relationship occurs between chords and keys and  you can think of it 
the same way for both. 
 
If thinking of chromatic 3rd related keys to C major, we could think of all of the keys 
a major and minor 3rd both above and below. This gives us E Maj, E min, Eb Maj, 
Eb min, A Maj, A min, Ab Maj, and Ab min. The keys of A minor and E minor are 
diatonic thirds (they are the iii and the vi chord) and they are closely related keys 
rather than distant keys, therefore they are not related to C Major by chromatic 3rd 
(also, the tonic chords of these keys do not have pitches that are chromatic). The 
chromatic 3rd related keys are therefore all of the remaining keys a major and minor 
3rd above and below: E Maj, Eb Maj, Eb min, A Maj, Ab Maj, and Ab min. 
 

 
 
To do another example, let’s think of the chromatic mediant keys to F Major. First, 
let’s find the diatonic mediant keys – these could be thought of as the iii and the vi 
chord to F Major which are D min and A min. All of the other keys a major or 
minor third above and below are chromatic mediant keys – A Maj, Ab Maj, Ab min, 
D Maj, Db Maj, and Db Min.  
 
Modulations with chromatic third relationships were favored by 19th century 
Romantic composers such as Schubert, Schumann, Brahms, and Liszt and also by 
many musical theater composers, film composers, progressive rock bands, etc…  
 
• The flat 6 is the most common chromatic third modulation.  
• Modulations are usually to chromatic third keys that share a common tone.  
• Chromatic third modulations are fresh sounding and dramatic, and are more 

striking than a closely related key.  
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

There%are%twenty%songs%in%the%cycle,%around%half%in%simple%strophic%form,%and%they%
move%from%cheerful%optimism%to%despair%and%tragedy.%At%the%beginning%of%the%cycle,%a%
young%journeyman%miller%wanders%happily%through%the%countryside.%He%comes%upon%
a%brook,%which%he%follows%to%a%mill.%He%falls%in%love%with%the%miller's%beautiful%
daughter%(the%"Müllerin"%of%the%title).%She%is%out%of%his%reach%as%he%is%only%a%
journeyman.%He%tries%to%impress%her,%but%her%response%seems%tentative.%The%young%
man%is%soon%supplanted%in%her%affections%by%a%hunter%clad%in%green,%the%color%of%a%
ribbon%he%gave%the%girl.%In%his%anguish,%he%experiences%an%obsession%with%the%color%
green,%then%an%extravagant%death%fantasy%in%which%flowers%sprout%from%his%grave%to%
express%his%undying%love.%(See%Beethoven's%Adelaide%for%a%similar%fantasy.)%In%the%
end,%the%young%man%despairs%and%drowns%himself%in%the%brook.%T%
%
%
%
A♭Major, a♭minor, A Major         C Major  E♭Major, e♭minor, E Major 
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Modulation Examples  
 

First, determine the destination key and then identify and label each modulation. 
 
Maria Syzmanowska: Nocturne 
 

 
Haydn: Piano Sonata in E minor: HOB. XVI:34 III 
 
There are two modulations in the first three lines – ID the common chords.  
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Bach: Sarabande from French Suite no. 6 
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Clementi: Sonatina in C op. 36 no. 3 
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Beethoven: Piano Sonata Op.14 no. 2 
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Schubert: Auf dem Flusse 
 

 
 
 

Clifford Brown: Joy Spring 
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Jerome Kern: The Way You Look Tonight 
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Modulation Partwriting 
 
Provide a RN analysis of the figured basses below. Both examples modulate. 
 
It may be helpful to think of the following: 

• What do the figured bass alterations mean? + (raise by ½ step) 
• What pitches are these? (often they are the LT) 
• Which are consistent? 
• Look at accidentals and cadence - what seems to be the new key? 
• Analyze the modulation. Is there a common chord? Chromatic line? 

 
1.  
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  2.  

 
3.  
 

 
4.  
 

 
 
 
Schumann - Widmung 
 
You my soul, you my heart,  
You my bliss, o you my pain,  
You my world in which I live;  
You my heaven, into which I soar,  
O you my grave, into which  
forever I have laid my sorrow.  
 
You are the rest, you are the peace,  
You are sent from heaven to me.  
That you love me makes me worthy of you;  
Your gaze has transfigured me;  
Your love lifts me above myself,  
My good spirit, my better self! 
 
You my soul, you my heart,  
You my bliss, o you my pain,  
You my world in which I live;  
You my heaven, into which I soar, 
My good spirit, my better self! 
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schmerz = pain, grief 
grab = grave 
 
 
This song was written as Schumann awaited his wedding day to wife Clara. The 
title Widmung translates to ‘dedication.’ First, examine the modulation which is an 
enharmonic chromatic mediant (chromatic mediants are favorites of Romantic 
composers). Let’s look at the lyrics and the following questions.  
 

- Where in the song do you hear it become darker in mood? 
- What is this poem about and are there any moments of conflicting 

sentiment?  
- These coincide with examples of text painting by Schumann. Take a look at 

these chords as they are not your normal, diatonic chords in a major key. 
What are they? 
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Robert Schumann – Widmung from Myrthen, op. 25  
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Schubert: Piano Sonata in A, D: 959 mvt. 3 
 
• The opening key is D Major, where is there a change to d minor? 
• Where does the mood change in the opening line? How does the chord here differ from 

what is expected? What is the musical affect? 
• What key is tonicized mm. 14-19? What is the key relationship between this key 

and the return of D Major in the 3rd line? 
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Music Theory 2 - Mode Mixture 
 
Composers often “borrow” chords from the parallel minor or major key to change 
the color/mood of a passage. These harmonies are called borrowed chords and the 
technique is called mode mixture (as major and minor modes are being mixed). 
Most often, composers borrow from the parallel minor to impart a darker tone to a 
musical passage. This is a frequent technique in vocal music (whether Billie Eilish, 
the Beatles, or Schubert) to reflect a change in mood of the text (a process called 
text painting.). Below are some facts and characteristics of borrowed harmonies: 

 
Diatonic chords in C major and minor 
 

 
 
•   In chords with a borrowed root from the minor key, a flat is added to the     
     Roman Numeral (bVI, bIII ) 
•   The 6th scale degree in minor is the most commonly borrowed pitch 
•   A borrowed chord’s function does not change, only the color/mood of the chord 
•   Once mode mixture is introduced, it usually remains until the V or I is reached 
(as seen below). 
 

 
 
How Far I’ll Go from Moana 
- Listen to the song, where do you hear a change of mood? 
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- How would this song be different without the use of mode mixture? How does it 
fit with the lyrics/theme of the song? 

- Listen and ID the rest of the chords in the song. 
From: https://www.bustle.com/articles/193162-the-how-far-ill-go-lyrics-from-
disneys-moana-are-about-finding-strength-in-yourself 
 
“Singing from the perspective of Moana, it quickly becomes clear that the 
lead character is ready to make some dramatic changes, to follow her dreams, 
and not be held back by anybody else. It sounds as though Moana is ready to 
leave the island where she lives, and her life-changing decision isn't going to 
be easy. 
 
From the outset, Miranda's lyrics give us a real insight into Moana's 
thoughts and emotions, and the internal struggles she's facing. While Moana 
recognizes that she has responsibilities as a daughter, she can't pretend to be 
someone she's not, and the water keeps drawing her back, whatever she 
does.” 

 
Verse: E – F#min - C#min – A 
Pre-chorus: C#min – B/D# - E – Amin 
Chorus: E – B – C#min – Amin 
 

Mode mixture that borrows from the parallel major key is much less common, 
though composers do often use the major tonic chord at cadences, known as the 
Picardy third.  
 

 
 
A great example of the effect of a Picardy 3rd can be heard in Radiohead’s Exit Music 
(for a film) from the album OK Computer. 
 
Bm F# D/A Esus/G# Bm F# B** (major I, not minor) 
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Change of mode  
 
When a musical passage remains in the parallel major or minor mode for an 
extended period of time, our ears hear it as a change of mode rather than a series 
of borrowed harmonies. Changes of mode can range from 2-3 measures to much 
longer passages. Indicators include a new key signature, 3 or more chords in the 
parallel mode, and a cadential confirmation. Composers often repeat the same (or 
similar) material in both modes for a change of affect, as seen below. 
 
Mozart: Piano Sonata K. 332 
 
There are a few surprises in the opening to this movement. We see a change of 
mode, a modulation (listen to the cadence, what is the first chord in the new key?), 
and then another change of mode.  
 

 
 

Voice-leading 
 
1) The borrowed lowered sixth scale degree should resolve down by step. Because 
of this, borrowed harmonies with the lowered sixth scale degree often resolve to 
chords containing the 5th scale degree.  
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2) If bVI moves to a predominant, the predominant is usually borrowed as well, 
thus retaining the lowered sixth scale degree. Once mode mixture is introduced, it 
is often used until the dominant is reached. 
 
3) In chords with a borrowed root, the chord third is often doubled in preference to 
the root. 
 
4) The resolution of bVI to V does not permit downward resolution of both altered 
tones. The bVI is most often used in the following progressions: bVI – iv and V – 
bVI and does not typically progress to V.  
 

 
 
Provide a Roman Numeral analysis of the following passage. What chords can be 
altered using mode mixture? Change five chords, adding the required accidentals. 
 

 
 
Below are the soprano and bass lines of a 4-part texture. Choose an interesting and 
appropriate chord progression based on the pitches given. Add alto and tenor 
voices. 
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Mode mixture examples 
 
Billie Eilish: Xanny 
 

How is mode mixture used in this song? What chords are borrowed? Do you feel that 
this is text painting? What are other moments of interest in the song? How does Billie 
Elisih play with expectations and what are the moments that don’t resolve as expected? 
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Brahms: Symphony no. 2, mvt. 3  
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     Radiohead: True Love Waits (courtesy of Brad Osborn) 

 
 
I'll drown my beliefs 
To have your babies 
I'll dress like your niece 
And wash your swollen feet 
 
Just don't leave 
Don't leave 
 
I'm not living, I'm just killing time 
Your tiny hands, your crazy-kitten smile 
 
Just don't leave 
Don't leave 
 
And true love waits 
In haunted attics 
And true love lives 
On lollipops and crisps 
 
Just don't leave 
Don't leave  
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Schubert: Am Freireband from Die Schöne Müllerin 
 
Hätt ich tausend          If I had a thousand  
Arme zu ru ̈hren!          arms to move 
Könnt ich brausend          I could turn the wheels  
Die Räder führen           even faster! 
Könnt ich wehen          I could blow 
Durch alle Haine!          through the wind and weather 
Könnt ich drehen          I could turn 
Alle Steine!           All the millstones! 
Daß die schöne Müllerin         That the fairest maiden can see 
Merkte meinen treuen Sinn!         how truly devoted I can be! 
 
Ach, wie ist mein Arm so schwach!        Ah, but how weak I am! 
Was ich hebe, was ich trage,         What I lift, what I carry, 
Was ich schneide, was ich schlage,        What I cut, what I hammer 
Jeder Knappe tut mir's nach.         Any boy can do the same 
Und da sitz ich in der großen Runde,       And there I sit among all the others 
In der stillen ku ̈hlen Feierstunde,        In the quiet, cool time of rest 
Und der Meister spricht zu allen:        And the master says to us all: 
Euer Werk hat mir gefallen;         I am pleased with your work 
Und das liebe Mädchen sagt         And the maiden, my delight 
Allen eine gute Nacht.         Bids all of us a sweet goodnight 
 
Questions 
 
• What is the poem about?  
• How does Schubert reflect the text? Where does the poem turn 

pessimistic/optimistic? What about the music? 
• Is there any foreshadowing to these changes? 
• Where are the tonicizations? 
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Modulation using mode mixture  
 
As we know, in order to move smoothly between keys, composers often employ a 
common chord. What if, however, there is no common chord, such as between 
chrom. 3rd keys F and A-flat?  

 

 
 

There are common chords between f minor and A-flat, however, and mode mixture 
can create possibilities for common chord modulation. In F Major, a borrowed iv 
(Bb minor), would be a common chord to modulate to Ab. Where is mode mixture 
used to modulate in the waltz below? 

 
Schubert: Waltz, op. 9 D. 365 #33 
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Music Theory 2 - Chromatic harmony in songs of the 

Beatles  
 

“Well it wasn't the skiffle, it wasn't the blues, it wasn't the rock and roll; it was 
standards - music I listened to since the day I was born. Things like "Stardust"- I really 
liked Hoagy Carmichael. And I still go back to a lot of that stuff because it gives me variety 
in my writing, gives places to go when I'm looking for a surprise. Me and John would 
come in with our acoustics and start with E, A, and B chords, and then we'd throw in a C# 
minor seventh. It'd be very exciting, I still remember the palpable thrill of finding a chord 
we hadn't used before. It can empower you to write five songs, or help make the one you're 
writing better.” -Paul McCartney 
 
Something from Abbey Road, written by George Harrison 
 

From “100 Best Beatles Songs” by Spignesi and Lewis: The message of 
Something is simple: He’s in love with her and he feels fine. It’s unequivocally clear 
that all he has to do is think of her and he’s fulfilled.  With its surrealistic lyrics 
and weird neo-bluesy arrangement, Come Together left us a little confused on first 
hearing. What the heck is Abbey Road anyway? Monkey finger? Walrus 
gumboots? But then Ringo’s gentle drum triple starts off, and the soothing strains 
of what would soon become one of the most covered songs of all time calm us 
down and assure us that Abbey Road is, indeed, a Beatles album. 
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Blackbird from the White Album, written by Paul McCartney 
 

From “100 Best Beatles Songs”: Without knowing its creator’s specific 
inspiration, we sense that the song is a tone poem of newfound independence, 
alienation, and existential searching. Blackbird was inspired by media coverage of a 
civil rights rally. When interpreted in that framework, the lyrics symbolically 
reflect the fight for freedom and personal rights.  Also, when you consider the 
deeper meaning of the lyrics, the message stands out in stark contrast to the sunny 
“major key” mojo of the song’s music. Paul is being encouraging, but he is also 
acknowledging the long, troubled history of the struggle for civil rights. 
 
Blackbird is multi-dimensional and purposely ambivalent. Ponder the adjectives 
Paul uses: dead, broken, sunken, dark, and black. And when combined with his choice 
of nouns, optimism “flies out the window.” So to speak: dead of night, broken wings, 
sunken eyes, and dark black night. The verbs, however, are more optimistic: waiting, 
singing, take, and fly. And capping off the message are four of the most elevated 
words in the English language: light, life, arise, and free. As in the case of the 
aforementioned Frost poem, Blackbird is art at its most profound. It is encouraging, 
uplifting, reflective, and sober.  
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  Fool on a Hill from Magical Mystery Tour, written by Paul McCartney 
 

From Songfacts.com 
 
Paul McCartney wrote this song. It's about a man who is considered a fool by 
others, but whose foolish demeanor is actually an indication of wisdom.  
 
An event which prompted this song happened when Paul was walking his dog, 
Martha, on Primrose Hill one morning. As he watched the sun rise, he noticed that 
Martha was missing. Paul turned around to look for his dog, and there a man stood, 
who appeared on the hill without making a sound. The gentleman was dressed 
respectably, in a belted raincoat. Paul knew this man had not been there seconds 
earlier as he had looked in that direction for Martha. Paul and the stranger 
exchanged a greeting, and this man then spoke of what a beautiful view it was from 
the top of this hill that overlooked London. Within a few seconds, Paul looked 
around again, and the man was gone. He had vanished as he had appeared. A friend 
of McCartney's, Alistair Taylor, was present with Paul during this strange 
incident, and wrote of this event in his book, Yesterday. 
 
Both Paul and Alistair could not imagine what happened to this man. He had 
seemed to vanish in thin air. The nearest trees for cover were too far to reach by 
walking or running in a few seconds, and the crest of the hill was too far as well to 
reach in that short time. What made the experience even more mysterious, was that 
just before this man first appeared, Paul and Alistair were speaking to each other of 
the beauty they observed of the view towards London and the existence of God. 
Once back home, they spent the morning discussing what had happened, trying to 
make some sense of it. They both agreed that this was something others would 
infer occurred as a result of an "acid trip," but they both swore they had not taken 
or used any drugs. When Paul filmed the sequence for this song in the film, it 
shows him on a hilltop overlooking the town of Nice. 
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Alan Pollacks’ Notes on the Beatles: 
This song surely belongs in McCartney's top drawer. On one level, it is one of his 
most explicit efforts in the evocative direction of the Early Romantic "art song".  

 

 
Lyrically, the song explores some of the same themes of lonely, alienated 
isolation covered in the likes of "Eleanor Rigby" or "She's Leaving Home". 
Whereas the earlier songs for the most part merely suggest the inner lives, 
thoughts and feelings of their protagonists through attention to tell-tale, albeit 
painfully mundane details, we find the attention focused here almost exclusively 
on the main character's inner life. 
 
The verse is in D Major; the refrain in d minor. This alternation between 
parallel Major and minor keys is a venerable "cliché" of the Early Romantic 
school of composers. The Beatles, too, had always liked it. Look back for early 
parallels in the likes of "Things We Said Today" and "I'll Be Back". 
 
The mode changes abruptly to minor as we enter the refrain, and the effect is 
quite chilling; like the sun suddenly "going in" on an otherwise lovely sunny 
day. The switch back to Major is, in fact, not dealt with as suddenly; the extra 
solitary measure at the end here gives you a chance to adjust to the change 
before the next verse begins. 

 
 Lyrics 

Day after day, 
Alone on a hill, 
The man with the foolish grin is keeping perfectly still 
But nobody wants to know him, 
They can see that he's just a fool, 
And he never gives an answer, 
But the fool on the hill, 
Sees the sun going down, 
And the eyes in his head, 
See the world spinning 'round. 
Well on the way, 
Head in a cloud, 
The man of a 1000 voices talking perfectly loud 
But nobody ever hears him, 
Or the sound he appears to make, 
And he never seems to notice, 
 
But the fool on the hill, 
Sees the sun going down, 
And the eyes in his head, 
See the world spinning 'round. 
 
And nobody seems to like him, 
They can tell what he wants to do, 
And he never shows his feelings, 
 
And he never listens to them, 
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He knows that they're the fools 
They don't like him, 

 
Thoughts on text painting from Pollack’s “Notes on the Beatles” 
 

o Keeping perfectly still is set to a pedal bass 
o Alone, still, and day after day correspond to little harmonic motion 
o The fool’s “song” (the chorus) is in minor and more buried than the 

verse as if he is unheard 
o In the verse, the melody climbs from f#1 to f#2, to the “top” of the hill 

 

 
 

Here, There, and Everywhere from Revolver, written by Paul McCartney 
 

From “100 Best Beatles Songs”: Here, there, and everywhere is clearly a heartfelt 
expression of romantic love, but it is also tinged with the narrator’s subtle, yet real 
feelings of doubt about love’s permanence. This becomes evident in the very first 
line of the intro when the narrator uses the word need. Here, there, and everywhere is, 
in the end, a poignant and honest expression of fear of loving so much that it’s 
difficult to know how to live without that special someone. 
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Music Theory 2 - The Neapolitan 6th Chord 
 
The Neapolitan 6th chord is a major triad (almost always in 1st inversion) built on the 
lowered 2nd scale degree. The chord has a magical, wondrous quality that attracted 
many composers (to name a few, it was a favorite of Schubert’s and is seen a great 
deal in the moody film scores of Danny Elfman). It functions as a predominant 
chord, just like ii or IV, and has a strong pull to V (sometimes by way of i6/4) due to 
the lowered 2nd scale degree. The name of the chord seems to derive from the use of 
this chord by 17th-century opera composers in Naples. Though resolution is typically 
to V or i6/4, composers sometimes move to a vii0 7/V before reaching the dominant. 
The chord is used in major and minor, though more often in minor. 
 
Can you name this movie theme that uses this chord? 
 

 
 

Doubling: In keeping with our doubling of stable chord tones, the best pitch to 
double is the bass (third of the chord).  The altered pitch (flat 2) should not be 
doubled as it has a strong tendency to resolve down. 
 
Voice-leading: The voice containing flat 2 (ra) moves downward by dim. 3rd to the 
leading tone (ti) if moving to V, or by step to the tonic (do) if resolving to i6/4.  
Notice how each of the progressions below feature the bass motion 4-5 and the 
intensified push to V when the N6 chord is used. The resolution to tonic is quite 
momentous as it is preceded by half-steps in both directions. Do not resolve the 
lowered 2nd scale degree up! 
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In jazz and pop music: The N6 acts differently in jazz and pop and is often treated 
as a tritone substitution for V rather than as a predominant chord. ii7-V7-I becomes 
ii7-bII7 –I (further explanation and examples in later pages). 
 

Beethoven:  Piano Sonata op. 27 no.2 (Moonlight Sonata) 
 

 
Telemann: Oboe Sonata in A minor 
 
What is the key of mm. 1-3? Where are the two N6 chords and how do they 
resolve? What tonicizations are happening in line 3? 
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Beethoven: Bagatelle op. 119 no.9 
 

 

 
 

Schubert: Der Muller und der Bach (from Die Schone Mullerin) 
 

1) How would you describe the musical mood of the miller’s song? How does 
Schubert go about achieving this? 

2) How would you describe the mood of the brook’s song? How is this achieved? 
3) Where does the miller’s song return? What has changed? 
4) Where are the N6 chords (there are 3)? What word occurs here? How do they 

resolve? 
5) How might the use of these chords be text painting by Schubert? 
6) Analyze (with RNs) lines 2 and 3 (there are some tonicizations). 
 
Die Schone Mullerin is a song cycle of 20 songs, written by Schubert with text by 
Wilhelm Müller. At the beginning of the cycle, a young man wanders happily 
through the countryside. He comes upon a brook, which he follows to a mill. He 
falls in love with a beautiful girl who works there, the "beautiful mill-girl" of the 
title. He tries to impress her, but her response is tentative. The young man is soon 
supplanted in her affections by a hunter clad in green, the color of a ribbon he gave 
the girl. In his anguish he experiences an obsession with the color green, then an 
extravagant death fantasy in which flowers sprout from his grave to express his 
undying love. In the end, the young man despairs and drowns himself in the brook. 
The last number is a lullaby sung by the brook. 
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Music Theory 2 - Augmented Sixth Chords 
 

Augmented sixth chords are chromatic predominant chords that typically precede V 
or I 6/4. They contain the interval of an augmented 6th (le to fi) that resolves 
outward by step to the octave. Scale degree 6 (le) appears in the bass and the 
raised 4th scale degree (fi) appears in an upper part. The augmented sixth chord is 
an effective way to approach a dominant chord because of the two tendency tones 
that both resolve to scale degree 5. Augmented 6th chords are encountered most 
often in minor keys, though they are seen in major as well. There are three types, 
Italian, French, and German (their names have no real historical significance) – 
these chords function the same, though they have a slightly different sound.  
 
It+6: This chord has 3 pitches: le, do, and fi with the tonic pitch doubled 
Fr+6: An It+6 chord with the 2nd scale degree (re) added, giving 4 pitches: le, do, fi, and re. 
Gr+6: An It+6 chord with the 3rd scale degree (me) added – giving 4 pitches: le, do, fi, and me.  
This chord often resolves to i 6/4 to avoid parallel 5ths. 
 

 
The Gr+6 chord is often spelled enharmonically in a major key when resolving to I 
6/4, with ‘me’ being respelled as ‘ri’ to reflect the upward voice-leading to mi. This 
does not change the chord’s sound and the chord is not always re-notated. The example 
below contains the enharmonic respelling and again, this only happens 1) in major 2) 
with the Gr+6 3) with resolution to I 6/4. So, rather than Ab resolving to A below, we 
see G# resolving to A as the visual tendency is to see raised pitches resolve up. 
 
Schumann: Novellette op. 21 no.4 
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Augmented 6th chord examples 
 
Schubert: String Quartet no. 13 mvt. 1 (Rosamunde) 
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Mozart: String Quartet K. 465, IV 
 

 
 

Mozart: Piano Sonata K. 457, III 
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Mozart: Piano Sonata K. 457, III 
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Reinecke: Flute Concerto op. 283, I  
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Mozart: Piano Sonata K. 457, III 
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Reinecke: Flute Concerto op. 283, I  
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Reinecke: Flute Concerto op. 283, I  
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Mendelssohn: Song Without Words Op. 102 no. 6 
 

 
 
1) The piece starts in C, to what key does it modulate? What is the common chord? 
 
2) In this new key, what is the chromatic chord in m. 7?  
 
3) The piece is back in C at m. 9, though what key is tonicized with the B-flats in m. 11 and 12?  
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4) Find the +6 chord in the third line. What is it? What type of NCT makes this 
particularly striking in sound? Why might Mendelssohn have done this? Does the 
spelling reflect the voice-leading? 
 
We have now studied so many chords, how do we know what is what? You might ask: 
 
1) What is the chord quality? If a dominant 7th, you can think secondary function. If 
a minor triad, it is likely a borrowed chord. If a major triad, look at the context and 
the root. Is it built on flat 2 (a N6) or is it built on b3 or b6 in major (a borrowed 
bIII or bVI)? If built on another scale degree it is likely a secondary dominant. 
 
2) +6 chords are unlike all other chords we have studied as they don’t have a root and are not 
7th chords. Two clues for +6 chords are that 1) it is not a traditional 7th chord (such as B-D#-
F-A as seen above) and 2) ‘le’ is in the bass? Also, is there an +6 interval that pushes out? 
Looking at context helps. How is the chord being used? What is before and after?  
 

 The Neapolitan and +6 in jazz 
 

As we have seen, jazz music has some harmonic practices that differ from classical 
music. In jazz, chords a tritone apart are sometimes substituted for one another 
yielding a varied sound that is often more tense and with more pull towards a 
resolution. If you look at two dominant 7th chords a tritone apart, such as C7 (C-E-G-
Bb) and F#7 (F#-A#-C#-E), you will notice that the 3rds and 7ths are enharmonically 
the same, thus allowing for ease of substitution. When a V7 is substituted with the 
dominant 7th chord a tritone away, this yields a dominant 7th on bII which pulls to 
tonic. This bII chord (Neapolitan) is different from what we have seen in classical 
music as it 1) moves to I, not V 2) is in root position 3) is a dominant 7th. In jazz, 
augmented sixths are not seen as frequently as in classical music, though they do occur. 
A Gr+6 is enharmonically the same as a dominant 7th (in c minor, the Gr+6 Ab, C, F#, 
Eb could be respelled as Ab, C, Eb, Gb) .Therefore, we will see a Gr+6 as a dominant 
7th on b6 – this will act as we have seen with a pull to the dominant.  
 
1. Opening of All the Things You Are as written (ii7 – V7 – I7) 
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2. Opening of All the Things You Are with a tritone substitution for V7 (Bbb7 or 
A7 in place of E7). There is now a ½ step pull to the tonic. 
 

 
 
3. Opening of All the Things You Are with a tritone substitution for V7 (Bbb7 or 
A7 in place of E7) and also the ii7 of the new A7 (giving a ii7-V7 a tritone away). 
 

 
       

    In the examples below, find 1) any tonicizations 2) any use of the Neapolitan or 
Gr+6. Consider how you might approach soloing on these tunes and consider 
making a guide-tone line. 
 
Mood Indigo – Ellington/Mills 
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   Moonlight in Vermont – Blackburn/Suessdorf 

 
 

   Satin Doll – Duke Ellington 
 

       
 

Serenade in Blue – Warren/Gordon 
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Music Theory 2 – Beatles Day #2 
 
Mother Nature’s Son from the White Album, written by Paul McCartney 
 
From “100 Best Beatles Songs”: “Written on The White Album between two of John’s 
most blistering songs, “Yer Blues” and “Everybody’s Got Something To Hide 
Except Me and My Monkey, ”it transports us to a serene place where we are 
treated to a comforting respite from bone-licking worms and high flying simians.” 
 

  

From Alan Pollacks’ Notes on the Beatles: This is another one of those hymn-like folk 
songs, cast by Paul in a decidedly pop music formal scheme. It's a close relative of 
"Blackbird"; lyrically, perhaps the bit less profound but more elaborately produced of the 
two songs. 
 
From Songfacts.com: Paul McCartney wrote this in India after the Maharishi gave a 
speech about nature. The 4 Beatles were attending the camp to learn transcendental 
meditation, but were not impressed with the results. John Lennon's demo "Child of 
Nature," which he later re-worked into "Jealous Guy," was similarly inspired by 
Maharishi's lecture. 
 

- What is interesting about the intro chords? 
- Listen to the final chord in the recording, what is it? 
- What are the secondary chords and borrowed chords. How does the mode mixture 

fit with the rather happy lyrics? 
 
Born a poor young country boy 
Mother Nature's son 
All day long I'm sitting singing songs for everyone. 
Sit beside a mountain stream 
See her waters rise 
Listen to the pretty sound of music as she flies. 
Find me in my field of grass 
Mother Nature's son 
Swaying daises sing a lazy song beneath the sun. 
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Intro – B min, D/A, G#-7b5, E7 
 

 
 

 
 Michelle from Rubber Soul **the Bb chord in the 4th ms. of each verse should be a G# 7**  

 
      From “100 Best Beatles Songs”: “The singer in the song is in love with a French girl 

named Michelle and he wants her to know it. Unfortunately, our hero no speaka da lingo, so 
he will repeat to her the only French phrase he knows. How long will this continue, we 
wonder? “Until I find a way, I’ll get to you somehow.” He assures her (and himself).  

 
       From “What Goes On” by Walter Everett: Is “Michelle” in D Major or D minor? Yes. 

Both, not simply in the usual sense whereby modes are mixed, but in a more profound way, 
with both D Maj and D min claiming equal prominence and centricity. Both together 
characterize the subtle chemistry that paints hope in melancholy.  

 
    From Alan Pollacks’ Notes on the Beatles: 

 
Each verse starts off with an D-Major chord but for all intents and purposes the song's 

center of gravity is much closer to f minor, as can be seen from the chord choices 
throughout and the way in which the bridge so unabashedly embraces the minor mode. 

  

 We have seen relatively few diminished seventh chords in our studies of the Beatles' 
songs to-date, though in this case, the vii(dim)-of-V is given extensive airtime that brings 
an exotic influence on the melody in its wake; e.g. the melodic augmented second found in 
the phrase "go together well" — D -» F -» G# -» F  

  
The melody is shot through with flat thirds and sevenths, but in absence of a more 

twelve-bar-oriented harmonic context, these nominally melodic tokens of the blues style 
here sound exotically modal and minor. 

The manner in which the optimistic clean opening in the Major key so quickly turns   
minor ("spring time turning to autumn", to paraphrase a different bard) becomes, through 
repetition, another subtle hook element of the song. Paul had played a similar trick back 
in "Yesterday" with the relative minor key, but the use of the parallel minor here is, in 
my humble opinion, more piquant. 
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The melodic and emotional climax of this song comes right at the beginning of this 
bridge where the protagonist's sudden, frustrated abandonment of all bilingual pretense is 
matched effectively by the release of carefully saved up high notes. The slow triplets in the 
tune at this point combined with the "9-8" appoggiatura on the downbeat of the second 
measure make the pleasure of this climax all the more exquisite. 

  

The first half of the bridge with its unambiguous embrace of D minor stands in 
contrast to the mixed-mode bitter-sweetness of the verse. The second half of it provides 
an unusually drawn out transition back to the next verse. Indeed, no matter how many 
times I have heard this song, the D-Major chord at the beginning of each successive verse, 
surrounded as it is on each side by the minor mode, always catches me slightly by surprise 
and evokes for me a sense of the persistence of romantic optimism against all odds. 

 
- What is the key and is the song in major or minor? How is the tonality 

ambiguous? To what pieces is it similar? 
- What is the C chord? 
- What is the g# 7? 
- What are the cadences in the song? 
- Where does the song pull away from the home key? 
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Because from Abbey Road 
 

- What harmonic moments would you consider surprising? Why? 
- Where is the Neapolitan? What is unusual about its treatment? 

 

 
 

 
 

The Beatles  Complete Songbook 
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C#m   D#m7-5   G#7  A  C#m   A7  A7(13)   D   D-5 
 
C1: 
  C#m                                   D#m7-5 
Because the world is round, it turns me on 
 
  A         C#m      A7   A7(13) 
Because the world is round 
 
D       D-5 
ah 
 
C2, same chord scheme 
Because the wind is high, it blows my mind 
Because the wind is high 
ah 
 
Bridge 
D-5                  F# 
Love is old, love is new 
 
                     G#7 
Love is all, love is you 
 
C3: same chord scheme than 1st 
Because the sky is blue, it makes me cry 
Because the sky, is blue 
 
Ending: 
 
D         D-5 
ah 
 
C#m     D#m7-5   G#7 
 ah       ah 
 
 
A       C#m          A7 
                     Ah 
 
A7(13)       D      D-5 
             Ah     ah 
 

You never give me your money 
Date: Sat, 20 Jan 1996 05:20:56 -0600 
From: cts@mail.utexas.edu (chris) 
 
         You Never Give Me Your Money 
                            (Lennon/McCartney) 
                               The Beatles 
                            Abbey Road (1969) 
 
 
 
  Am7                Dm7(add9) Dm       G7                  Cadd9  C 
|----0--0--0--0--0--0-----0-----------------------------------1---0---------- 
|----1--1--1--1--1--1--1--1----3----3-----3--3--3--3--3--3----1-----1-------- 
|----0--0--0--0--0--0-----2----2--2---2---0--0--0--0--0--0----0--------0----- 
|----2--2--2--2--2--2-----0----0----------3--3--3--3--3--3----2-------------- 
|-0-------------------------------------2---------------------3-----------3-- 
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  I Want You (she’s so heavy) from Abbey Road 
	

	From “100 Best Beatles Songs”: The song is about Yoko, and after its release John said 
that her artistic minimalism probably influenced him and had something to do with its 
composition and style. John commented on the lyrics to Beatles biographer Hunter Davies, 
“This is about Yoko. She’s very heavy and there was nothing else I could say about her 
other than I want you, she’s so heavy. Someone said the lyrics weren’t very good. But there 
was nothing more I wanted to say. 

	
From Alan Pollacks’ Notes on the Beatles: The ground bass used here has a distinctive 
arch shape and portentous melodic character reminiscent of some of J.S. Bach’s own pieces 
such as the Passacaglia and Fugue for organ or the Chaconne for violin..  
 

  

"I Want You (She's So Heavy)" is one of their most unusual experiments with form, not to  
mention its characteristically odd phrase lengths and changes of meter. It seems a shame that its 
equally unusual long running time, abrupt ending, and especially its obsessively intense focus  
 and over the top Primal Screaming affect tend to upstage and eclipse the creative novelty of the  
musical text. 

  It's not quite a medley, rather more like two separate songs cinematically cross cut with each 
other. One provides the verses, while the other provides the intro, refrain, and extended outro. 
  The "separateness" of the two elements derives from several points of contrast: 

  

• Meter — 4/4 squared off jazzy back beat in the verses compared with slow cranking 
ternary 6/8 for the rest. 

• Arrangement — Ensemble texture with lead vocal for the verses, compared with focus 
on a bassline ostinato and accompanied by slow guitar arpeggios (and cascaded backing 
vocals in the "refrain") for the rest. 

• Perspective of the lyrics — The verses directly address the love object, while the 
refrain's reference her in the third person. 

The Beatles  Complete Songbook 
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C#m   D#m7-5   G#7  A  C#m   A7  A7(13)   D   D-5 
 
C1: 
  C#m                                   D#m7-5 
Because the world is round, it turns me on 
 
  A         C#m      A7   A7(13) 
Because the world is round 
 
D       D-5 
ah 
 
C2, same chord scheme 
Because the wind is high, it blows my mind 
Because the wind is high 
ah 
 
Bridge 
D-5                  F# 
Love is old, love is new 
 
                     G#7 
Love is all, love is you 
 
C3: same chord scheme than 1st 
Because the sky is blue, it makes me cry 
Because the sky, is blue 
 
Ending: 
 
D         D-5 
ah 
 
C#m     D#m7-5   G#7 
 ah       ah 
 
 
A       C#m          A7 
                     Ah 
 
A7(13)       D      D-5 
             Ah     ah 
 

You never give me your money 
Date: Sat, 20 Jan 1996 05:20:56 -0600 
From: cts@mail.utexas.edu (chris) 
 
         You Never Give Me Your Money 
                            (Lennon/McCartney) 
                               The Beatles 
                            Abbey Road (1969) 
 
 
 
  Am7                Dm7(add9) Dm       G7                  Cadd9  C 
|----0--0--0--0--0--0-----0-----------------------------------1---0---------- 
|----1--1--1--1--1--1--1--1----3----3-----3--3--3--3--3--3----1-----1-------- 
|----0--0--0--0--0--0-----2----2--2---2---0--0--0--0--0--0----0--------0----- 
|----2--2--2--2--2--2-----0----0----------3--3--3--3--3--3----2-------------- 
|-0-------------------------------------2---------------------3-----------3-- 
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Overall the song is securely rooted in the home key of d minor, in spite of the unusual 

manner in which the verses all start off in the key of a minor ("v") before converging 
towards home. 

  
The tune is predominantly in a pentatonic minor mode, encompassing scale degrees 1-

3-4-5-7. The alternate verse phrases though also make effective use of the pungent 
flattened fifth and seventh; e.g. Ab and Cb (not to be spelled B-natural!) in the key of d. 

  

The opening of this section in the key of A minor is an unsettling harmonic surprise, 
given the intro's ending on such a fat, juicy V chord to the key of d. It's not the 
smoothest or most convincing transition, and your mind accepts it somewhat grudgingly 
as "okay, I guess" but "definitely not what I was expecting." On the other hand, this all 
goes to make the resolution of that V chord to d minor all the more gratifying when it's 
ultimately allowed to happen. A Minor morphs into A Major at the end of this first 
phrase allowing a seemingly inevitable ultimate arrival in the home key of d. The second 
phrase runs roughly parallel to the first one and leads into the third phrase which 
harmonically is very wide open on the V-of-V chord. 
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Penny Lane from Magical Mystery Tour 
 

- What are the keys of the verse and chorus? Have we seen this relationship in 
music of the Beatles so far? 

- Where does the verse turn to the parallel minor? 
- What is the Gb chord? 
- Where do you hear “flecks of the ominous”? 
- What kind of modulation happens for the last chorus? What is the interval?  

 
From Alan Pollacks’ Notes on the Beatles: 

  

"Penny Lane" is dominated, both in music and words, by a type of blue-skied charm 
that nicely sets a foil for the "Strawberry Fields Forever" flip-side of the single, but in 
terms of "Penny Lane" per se, could easily over-do if not undo itself entirely. There are, 
however, counter-balancing forces of what I might describe as "ambiguity" at work which 
help to pull it off successfully.  

  
The music for example, contains scattered flecks of the ominous in both the harmony as 

well as the arrangement; my favorite example of which is the sustained low note on the 
bass fiddle in the penultimate verse. This bitter-sweet undercurrent is left unexplained 
and effectively cuts what could otherwise leave an excessively sweet after taste. 
 
From Songfacts.com: 
Paul McCartney was sitting at a bus shelter waiting for John Lennon to meet him on 
Penny Lane, a street near their houses. While sitting there Paul jotted down the things he 
saw, including a barber's shop with pictures of its clients and a nurse selling poppies for 
Remembrance Day (the day World War I officially ended). He later turned these into the 
song we now know. Penny Lane still contains the bank and barber's shop mentioned in the 
song, however the shelter in the middle of the roundabout where the nurse sells the 
poppies has now become a restaurant named Sgt. Pepper's Bistro. The trumpet part was 
added after the rest of the song was finished. McCartney was watching the BBC when he 
saw a group called The New Philharmonia perform Bach's "Brandenburg Concerto #2." 
He got the idea to add a trumpet part, and asked the group's trumpet player, Dave Mason, 
to play on this track. Mason brought nine trumpets to the session, eventually deciding to 
use a B-flat piccolo trumpet. McCartney credits Beatles producer George Martin for 
translating the trumpet line to Mason, as Martin spoke “musician.” McCartney sang the 
part he wanted, and Martin transcribed it to a piece of paper that he gave to Mason. It's 
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one of many examples of how Martin helped the group execute their boundary-breaking 
ideas. 
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Music Theory 2 - The Gr+6 in modulation 
 

You may have noticed by now that a dominant 7th and German augmented 6th are 
enharmonically the same. Therefore, they sound exactly the same out of context, 
though they resolve and are spelled differently. This gives a composer and option – 
use the chord as expected or use it enharmonically to modulate. For example, say 
you are in c minor and a composer gets to a Gr+6. This could be used as a Gr+6 or 
as a V7 in the key of Db (Ab would be le in c minor and sol, the root of the V, in 
Db). This means that the Gr+6 can be enharmonically spelled as a V7 chord 
(V7/N). The opposite would also be true and a V7 in c minor could also be a Gr+6 
in B minor. Composers often used this enharmonic potential to modulate to distant 
keys and the sound is striking and feels a bit like a “fake out” (our ears hear it in the 
original key, though it resolves in an unexpected way). This can be true of any 
dominant 7th chord, so a V7/IV, V7/V, etc.. See below how the same chord is 
spelled as a Gr+6 and a V7, the difference is not in the sound of the chord itself, but 
how it resolves (with the spelling usually reflecting the resolution). 
 

 
 
Listen to the excerpt from the 2nd movement of Beethoven’s 5th symphony. In the key 
of Ab, how do we first hear the chord in m.5 (think about the enharmonic spelling of 
this chord). How is it treated and what is the new key? 
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Beethoven: String Quartet op. 18 no. 2 IV 

 
g:      V          it+6    V       It+6    V        It+6           Gr+6. (enh) 
                                                                             Ab: V7          I                             V4/3 
 
Answer the following: 

1. A Gr+6 in C minor would be the V7 in what key?  
2. A V7 in Eb Major would be the Gr+ in what key?  
3. A Gr+6 in B minor would be the V7 in what key? 
4. A V7 in A Major would be the Gr+ in what key?  
5. A Gr+6 in A minor would be the V7 in what key?  

 
In the first example below, the same chord acts as a Gr+6 (the pickup) and as a V7 
to the key of E-flat in measure 2. The reverse happens in the second example. 
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1. 

 
2. 

 
 
Steps to help find a Gr+6/V7 modulation: 
 

- What is the new key? 
- Where does the new key begin and the old key end? 
- What chord seems to be linking the two keys/acting as a common chord?  
- Is the common chord diatonic or chromatic? 
- Is there an enharmonic reinterpretation of a chord (V7/Gr+6 or vii7)? Is ‘le’ 

a bass note for one of the keys? 
 
Provide a harmonic analysis 
 

1. 
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2. 

 
 

3. 

 
 
Partwrite the following progression: 
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Beethoven: Adelaide, op. 46 
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Music Theory 2 - The viio7 in modulation 
 
The fully diminished 7th chord, like the Gr+6/dominant 7th, can also be used as an 
enharmonic common chord to modulate. Since the fully diminished 7th is built 
entirely of minor 3rds (making every pitch a possible root), the viio7 can function in 
four different keys. 
 
The same chord is spelled four different ways below, allowing it to function as a vii7 
in four different keys. **The chord can be used as a viio7 in a minor key or as a 
borrowed viio7 in a major key.** 
 

 
 
 
The examples below modulate via enharmonic viio7. Determine the new key 
and then look for the viio7 used enharmonically to modulate. 
 

 
 
   2 

 
 

 

Schubert: Piano Sonata D. 960, mvt. 1 
 

 This piece was written in 1828 (though published posthumously) in the last months 
of Schubert’s life. Schubert was very ill from the illness (likely syphilis) that took his 
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life and his last piano sonatas are considered among the most important of 
Schubert’s masterpieces. 

 

“It’s the most extraordinary trill in the history of music.” – Andras Schiff 
      ------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------- 

“The B-Flat Sonata, which Schubert completed two months before his death, in 1828, is a 
work of vast dimensions and vertiginous depths. It has long struck listeners as a kind of 
premature communication from the beyond, and it is the trill more than anything that 
supplies the otherworldly atmosphere. At the outset, a theme rotates serenely in place, 
with lyric phrases wafting through the right hand and an eighth-note figure purring in 
the left. It comes to rest on an F-major chord, whereupon the trill steals in, beginning on 
a low F and trembling between the notes G-flat and A-flat. The flat notes darken the 
major-key tonality, and the sudden move into the bass is destabilizing. The trill—a 
gesture that formerly served a decorative function—becomes a sign of the uncanny. 
 

Various metaphors come to mind for this remarkable event: shadow, tremor, shudder, 
groan. Schiff, contemplating the sonata’s opening bars, thinks of the sea—in particular, 
the sea depicted in Schubert’s song “Am Meer.” There a spacious major-key theme 
gives way to an ominous tremolando, reflecting a contrast in the Heinrich Heine text: 
“The sea shimmered far and wide. . . . The fog rose, the water surged.” Schiff imagines 
a similar vista in the sonata. “I see a broad horizon, a calm ocean,” he told me. “It’s 
beautiful how often Schubert writes about the sea, even though he never saw it. Then 
the trill—a very distant murmuring, maybe of an approaching storm. Still very far, but 
approaching. It is not a pleasant noise, this murmuring. Maybe it is also the approach 
of death. And then silence. What other work is so full of silence? And then the original 
melody resumes. This is only speculation—I cannot say what it really means.”  

 
From “The Trill of Doom: The pianist András Schiff’s revelatory study of Schubert’s final sonata.” By Alex Ross. 
https://www.newyorker.com/magazine/2015/11/02/the-trill-of-doom 

 
1) Examine the striking and surprising modulations in this piece. What is the key at m. 20 

and what is the relationship to Bb?  
2) Examine the modulation back to the home key at mm. 34-35. How is this chord heard 

when we arrive there (enharmonically spell this chord) ?How does it resolve?  
3) The modulation that starts around m. 45 is a tricky one and Schubert’s move to this 

distant key is quite astonishing. Remember that the viio7 has the potential to be used in 4 
keys (actually 8 if considering major and minor). Below is a reduction of this modulation. 
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Music Theory 2 – Chromatic Harmony in Film Music 
 

Danny Elfman: Introduction from Edward Scissorhands 
 

1. Why is the progression in mm. 8-10 surprising? What is the F7? 
2. Where is the Neapolitan? Does it resolve as expected? 
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John Williams: Raiders March from Raiders of the Lost Ark 
 

1. How is this similar to the Star Wars example in the HW? What gives this theme its tension? 
2. What chromatic chord is used and is it used as expected? 
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    Randy Newman: You’ve Got a Friend in Me from Toy Story 
 
    1. What is the G chord in the 2nd half of m.1? 
    2. Examine the bass in the 1st line. What is the B7 chord in m. 2? Where does it lead?     
        Spell it enharmonically. 
    3. Randy Newman’s music often has a ragtime feel, what gives this song this feel? 
 

 
 

John Williams: Family Portrait from Harry Potter and the Sorcerer’s Stone 
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 John Williams: Hedwig’s Theme from Harry Potter and the Sorcerer’s Stone 
  
 From “John Williams Themes” by Mark Richards. 
http://www.filmmusicnotes.com/john-williams-themes-part-6-of-6-hedwigs-theme-from-
harry-potter/ 

 

 Harmony 

Harmonically, Hedwig’s Theme is essentially in the key of E minor, but the chord 
progressions are anything but typical for a minor key. As shown in the example below, the 
first two bars of the theme outline the E minor chord, and the bass extends the E into bar 
5, all of which clearly establishes the key. But in bar 6, we get a very strange chord: 

 

Taken together, the notes of bar 6 are B-D#-F-A#, which is similar to E minor’s dominant 
seventh chord, B-D#-F#-A. Had Williams given us the actual dominant seventh, the 
music would have been within the realm of the ordinary. But by substituting F# with F, 
and A with A#, he instead creates a chord that cannot be fully explained, much like the 
workings of a wizard’s magic. 

As shown in the example below, bars 9 and 10 of the theme return to the original E minor 
chord along with the same opening melody. But in bars 11-12, the music suddenly heads in 
a new direction, sounding out three more minor chords that bear no relation to one 
another. The resulting sound isn’t just unusual. Since the progression is inexplicable, it 
creates an aura of wonder as well, a perfect musical accompaniment for a world of magic 
and mystery. Indeed, Williams even writes “Mysterioso” at the start of the score. 

Melody 

Below is the melody for the entire A section of Hedwig’s Theme, which itself divides into two phrases. 
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While the first five bars are entirely in the key of E minor, the sixth bar introduces a note 
foreign to it— F natural, which is the lowered form of scale degree 2. As we saw, this note 
is part of the strange dominant-like harmony of the bar, but at the same time it also creates 
odd-sounding intervals in the melody. With the previous D# the F takes the minor third 
we would have had and “squashes” it into a diminished third, and with the following B it 
“squashes” a perfect fifth into a diminished fifth (or tritone). These same intervals are also 
heard at the end of the A section in bars 13-15, now with an extra intervening note: 

 

Both of the A section’s phrases therefore end with these strange intervals, which helps 
impart an air of mystery to the theme. Another note foreign to E minor that Williams 
introduces is A#, the raised fourth scale degree (#4), which first appears in the melody in 
bar 13. Notice that this note comes a half step (or semitone) down from the preceding B, 
which is scale degree 5. This kind of semitone motion from 5 to #4 in a minor key is 
another musical feature that has associations with mystery. 
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John Williams: Harry’s Wondrous World from Harry Potter and the Sorcerer’s 
Stone 
 
1. Examine the chromatic chords, some of which need enharmonic respelling. 
2. How might you describe the first three measures of the 2nd page? 
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Danny Elfman: Jack’s Obsession from Nightmare Before Christmas 
 
• The first change of mood happens in line 2. What happens?  
• How does the 7/4 affect the mood?  
• What is D7 in c minor?  
• What is the Ab7 chord? Forget the D7, it is a poor chord label and it doesn’t really 

exist (the D is part of the chord).  
• A major mood change happens at the end of the last line. What happens?  
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Danny Elfman: Town Meeting Song from The Nightmare Before Christmas 
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Danny Elfman: Oogie Boogie’s Song from The Nightmare Before Christmas 
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Music Theory 2 – Expanded tonicization, traits of 
the Romantic period 

 
Chopin (1810-1849): Chopin wrote almost exclusively for the piano. His pieces are 
often graceful and expressive and employ tempo rubato by the performer (translates 
to “stolen time” – this is freedom to slightly push and pull the tempo). Chopin’s 
piano music includes nocturnes, etudes, preludes, mazurkas (a type of triple meter 
Polish dance), and ballades.   
 
Below are some traits of the Romantic era, seen a good deal in the music of 
Chopin, when compared to the Classical period. 
 

�     More use of chromaticism, including linear chromaticism. 
 
�  Less emphasis on closely related keys, more emphasis on chromatic mediant 
relationships and distant keys, and often more frequent tonicization and modulation. 
 
� More coloristic use of harmony. This is when chords are used for their color, rather 
than function. 
 
�  Avoidance/delay of chord resolutions and cadences and the weakening of the role 
of tonic and dominant. 
 
�      Increased importance of NCTs (longer, more frequent) that often blur the harmony 
 
�      Increase in composition of programmatic music and new genres such as the song 
cycle and tone poem. 
 
�     Freer approach to form. Some composers felt restricted by classical forms and 
broke away from them, while composers such as Brahms used traditional forms in new 
and expanded ways. 
 
Expanded Tonicization 
In 19th-century music, the distinction between tonicization and modulation became 
less defined. Whereas the tonicizations previously seen in class were limited to 
secondary function chords (V/V, etc….), tonicizations can also extend to longer 
harmonic progressions and incorporate predominant chords. Often, tonicizing 
chord groups correspond with melodic sequences – in other words, the harmonies 
and key move along with the melodic sequence. Tonicizing chord groups (especially 
ii-V) are also used quite extensively in jazz, with many jazz standards moving 
briefly between many keys without landing for long in any. 
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The goal of any musical label is to clearly show what is happening in the music. 
When we label an expanded tonicization, we will show the harmonies and the key 
they belong to like so:    
 

 
 
In the example below, what key is emphasized in m.2? How does m. 2 relate to m.1? 
What about ms. 3 and 4? 
 
 
Chopin: Prelude #20 
 

 
 
 
Complete the following harmonic sequence and provide a Roman Numeral analysis. 
What NCTs might be effective in approaching the final chord? 
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Chopin: Prelude #9 
 
This piece starts in E Major and tonicizes two other keys. Look for V and I chords 
and listen carefully.  
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Chopin: Mazurka, op. 6 #1 
  
Analyze the tonicizations and harmonies in the following excerpt. A few things:  
1) Omit the last chords of mm. 5-7 as these chords are coloristic rather than functional. 
2)The harmonic rhythm of the opening is one chord per measure; this picks up after m. 4. 
3)Be mindful of some NCTs such as the F#/A in m.3! 4) Find your dom 7ths! 5) Where 
are the melodic sequences? 
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Music Theory 2 - Enharmonic Modulation Review 
 
An enharmonic modulation occurs when there is a chord that can be enharmonically 
reinterpreted to enable function as a pivot chord between two keys. To review there 
are two main types of enharmonic modulations: dominant seventh/augmented sixth 
and diminished seventh -- by respelling the pitches, any dominant seventh can be 
reinterpreted as a German or Italian sixth (depending on whether or not the fifth is 
present), and any diminished seventh chord can be respelled in multiple other ways 
to form other diminished seventh chords. 
 
ID the enharmonic modulations in each example. You may find it helpful to follow 
these steps: 
 

- What is the new key? 
- What is the last chord that is clearly in the first key? 
- What is the first chord that is clearly in the second key? 
- What chord seems to be “linking” the two keys? Is there an enharmonic 

reinterpretation of a chord (V7/Gr+6 or vii7)? 
 
 
* In both examples, the same chord appears twice, spelled and functioning in two 
different ways.* 
 
1. 

 
 
2. 
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Music Theory 2 - Modulation Review 
 

Accidentals: Look for consistent appearance or disappearance of accidentals. A 
chromatically raised pitch is often the new LT, a chromatically lowered pitch is 
often the 7th of a V7 (fa). Appearance of both a flat and sharp usually indicates a 
move to a minor key. 
 
Cadences: A great, quick way to find modulations is to look at cadences. Most 
cadences are HCs or ACs, look for these at cadence points to indicate a key. There is 
often 4-5-1 bass motion at/near a cadence. 
 
Clue Chords: Certain harmonies often function in a particular way – this is true of 
Dom 7th chords and dim 7th chords – which both often lead to tonic. Other clue 
chords/progressions: I6/4 – V, ii – V, N6 or +6 to V, etc…. 
 
Analyzing the modulation type:  

- Identify the last chord diatonic to the old key 
- Identify the first chord diatonic in the new key 
- If these are the same, you likely have a common chord. 
- If not, does the modulation take place abruptly between phrases? 
- If not the above, does a chromatic line, such as F, F#,G lead to the new key? 
- Is there the enharmonic use of V7/Gr+6 or vii7?                  

 
Identify the modulations in the following examples and provide a RN analysis.    
 
Bach: Ich dank dir, Gott    
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Haydn: Piano Sonata in c# minor. XVI:36 
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Haydn: Piano Sonata in c# minor. XVI:36 
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Music Theory 2 - Partwriting Review, aka: “Things 
to keep in mind when I am connecting chords” 

 
When partwriting, your aim is to connect chords in the smoothest way possible and 
to make your melodic lines musical and singable. 
 
Avoid: 

- Parallel 5ths and parallel octaves (these are perfect 5ths and perfect 8vs) 
- Contrary 5ths and 8vs (similar effect as parallels, though in contrary motion) 
- Augmented melodic intervals (TT, +2) and intervals of 7th 
- Unevenly spaced chords - do not allow more than an octave between upper  

parts (S-A, A-T), more than an octave is acceptable between bass and tenor 
- “Bottom heavy” chords which sound muddy 
- Consecutive leaps, especially in inner voices. If you have consecutive leaps in 

alto or tenor lines, chances are there is a better option 
- Voice crossing – where one part crosses another (tenor above the alto) 
- Voice overlap –is when a line crosses above or below a pitch recently 

sounded by another voice. Although this is not voice crossing, the ear may 
hear the voices as overlapping, and the independence of line is diminished. 
Although Bach and many other great composers occasionally wrote 
overlapping parts, there was always a good, melodic reason. 

 
Try to: 

- Keep the common tone between chords, especially if in the alto or tenor 
- Keep parts as stepwise as possible. Small leaps are ok, though try to avoid 

larger leaps. When the bass moves by step, move all other parts in contrary 
stepwise motion. 

- Strive for contrary motion, especially between soprano and bass. Try to 
avoid all parts moving in same direction as it reduces voice independence. 

- Resolve the LT if it is in the soprano or bass. If in an inner voice, it may 
resolve or jump down a 3rd. 

 
Doubling: 

- In root position, double the root. The exception is the deceptive progression 
(V-vi) which sometimes may have a doubled 3rd.  

- In 1st inversion (ch.8), double the pitch that makes the most musical sense. 
Preference should be give to scale degrees 1,4, and 5. 

- In 2nd inversion chords, double the bass. 
- Do not double the LT! 

 
Areas to review from Theory 1: cadences, 6/4 chords, 6/4 chord voice-leading, 7th 
chord types, NCTs, types of suspensions, diatonic chord qualities, V7 resolutions 
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  Part writing grading rubric 
 

Why all the rules? 
The part writing ideas we are following reflect principles of writing derived from the 
compositions of many great composers (as well as composers today) and these practices 
can be heard in the music you are playing in band, singing in choir, and playing in lessons. 
What you are following in your harmonic writing is not an arbitrary set of "rules," but 
principles of tonal music developed through many generations of playing and composing. 
Mastering these part-writing concepts will ultimately allow you to create musical and 
stylistically appropriate compositions and will increase your understanding of an 
enormous body of music. Try singing and playing your examples rather than thinking of 
them as just exercises, how do they sound? 
 

Grading rubric for partwriting 
1 pt. is given per chord and 1 pt. is given for each chord connection. No more than 1 pt. 
will be taken off for any chord connection, even if you have multiple issues (//8, //5, LT, 
etc…). Smooth, successful voice-leading yields the full point, voice-leading problems in 
your writing will take off full or half value. Deductions are as follows: 
 
Minus 2 pts for: a chord spelled incorrectly or a chord missing a pitch. 1 pt is for the 
chord spelling and 1 pt is for the voice-leading that is affected by the incorrect pitches. 
 
Minus 1 pt for: //8vs or //5ths, unresolved LT or chordal 7th, failure to raise the LT in 
minor, wrong chord tone doubled, failure to follow idiomatic voice-leading such as the 
cadential 6/4 chord.  
 
Minus .5 pts for: spacing issues (more than an octave between adjacent upper parts), 
augmented melodic intervals (TT, +2), voice crossing, voice overlap, incorrect RN analysis 
of figured bass (wrong inversion or quality will lose full credit), leap to a chordal 7th, 
unnecessary consecutive leaps (especially in alto or tenor). 
 

Grading symbols 
 

//5, //8 = parallel perfect 5ths or octaves 
m.3rd = missing chord tone (m.3rd = 3rd, m.5th = 5th) 
LT res. = improper leading tone resolution 
7th res. = improper 7th resolution 
+ 8v = more than an octave between adjacent upper parts 
6/4 v.l. = improper voice-leading for 6/4 chord 
v.c. = voice crossing 
v.o. = voice overlap 
sp. = wrong chord spelling 
Doub. = unconventional doubling 
TT, 7th, or +2 = awkward melodic interval 
c.l. = consecutive leap 


